MORE EFFECTIVE DATA
PROTECTION WITH DYNAMIC
DATA TRACING
Tracing the flow of data is a top priority for IT organizations today. They need to understand when regulated data
and intellectual property are exposed to loss or misuse so they can answer questions posed by security
regulations, manage risks based on cybersecurity frameworks, protect intellectual property, and limit the damage
from data breaches.
Most IT organizations lack the tools to trace the flow of data through the enterprise. They rely on laborious
manual processes or DLP technology that provides only incomplete snapshots of the movement of sensitive data.
Cyberhaven offers a unique, powerfully simple solution that traces the flow of data through the enterprise and
answers critical questions about where and when sensitive data is exposed. With Cyberhaven Dynamic Data
Tracing:
Data flow mapping is completely automated, requiring no input or effort from system users.
Data flows are traced end-to-end through all information silos, from where data is created or enters the
network, across all systems on the network, to where it leaves the enterprise.
Data tracing is comprehensive, covering all types of data, in all types of formats, including documents,
files, emails, instant messages, and more.
Information is accurate and up-to-date, because data tracing events are collected and mapped in real time.
Security operations staff and end users can be alerted when they move, copy, or email sensitive data in
violation of corporate policies.
Dynamic Data Tracing follows data as it's being used, moved, copied, transformed, or shared across the entire
organization. A data trace is the entire history (or lineage) of a piece of data and all its copies and derivatives, and
looks like this:
Bob from HR exports
Report.xlsx with salaries
details from Workday

Alice inserts a chart
from Report xlsx into her
presentation Q1.pptx

Bob shares Report.xlsx
with the HR team in Box

Eve copy/pastes from
an email attachment she
received to WeChat

Alice sends Q1.pptx in
an email to the HR team

Company salaries data
from Workday is exfiltrated

Cyberhaven observes individual data events, like "Bob exports salaries report from Workday to Report.xlsx" in the
example above, or "Bob shares Report.xlsx through Box.” Cyberhaven identifies the data involved in the event
and connects multiple events into larger flows when they operate on the same data. ("Report.xlsx on Bob's PC" in
this example is the target of multiple operations.)
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Applying Dynamic Data Tracing to Data Protection
By collecting the traces of hundreds of apps on the endpoint, we figure out what the user is doing with the data
to ensure data protection everywhere:
Attribute all sensitive data using data lineage to determine file provenance, for example, tracing a file with
customer information to an external domain or email server, to a SaaS application, or to a folder or database
on the corporate network.
Trace snippets and derivatives of information, such as numbers cut and pasted from spreadsheets,
sentences copied from documents, Office documents exported to PDF files, documents merged together,
and lines of code copied from software files.
Assess privacy and security risks by documenting all the systems where emails, documents, and files with
sensitive data are stored and determining if their security controls are appropriate.
Understand which systems and applications need to be better monitored and protected based on the
amount of sensitive data they store.

How Cyberhaven Data Tracing Works
Shown in the in diagram below, Cyberhaven sensors process and record hundreds of thousands of events per
second (interactions of users and applications with data) from various audit trails (low-level system call traces, UI
events, etc.) and sends that information in real time to the Cyberhaven analysis engine to be processed by models
that recognize data behaviors by users and then link events related to the same file into a single data flow.

REAL-TIME DATA FLOW ENGINE

AUDIT EVENTS
Collect thousands of events per second
in realtime from the following sources:
UI events
system activity events (ETW)
browser events.
Relles on built-in models for
popular apps (e.g., Office)
browsers
generic app behaviour
in-app data flow tracing.

Endpoint Sensors

Deep data flow analysis engine
Custom graph
database
Scalable data
flow queries
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Cyberhaven does not modify the data to trace it. Flows are connected based on the identity of the data and not its content—the
content is not required for tracing and is not stored by the Cyberhaven analysis engine.
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For example, Cyberhaven sensors monitor file system logs to detect copying or moving of files; running
applications to detect opening, editing, or saving of files; the web browser to detect uploads and downloads;
email agents to detect sending or receiving emails or attachments; and so on.

Cyberhaven Architecture
Cyberhaven leverages Google Cloud Platform for compute and storage. Each customer is deployed on a
dedicated instance (SaaS service with a custom-built scalable graph database at its core), all data in transit and at
rest is encrypted by default. Through the endpoint sensors, Cyberhaven records all data activity events and
traces data to and from any SaaS apps, network shares, and all data egress from endpoints (including shadow IT,
encrypted communication, etc.).

TRACK & PROTECT DATA
TO OR FROM ANY CLOUD
/ SAAS APPLICATION

DEDICATED
INSTANCE

REST API

SIEM & SOAR INTEGRATION

HTTP/S 443

ENDPOINT SENSOR

TRACK & PROTECT
DATA TO OR FROM
ANY APP OR LOCATION

User-space agent
protocol & network segment agnostic
low impact - .1% CPU, .5 MB per hour, ~100MB RAM

Performance
Cyberhaven was designed from the beginning to run in user space on both Mac and Windows, providing the
following benefits:
Better stability and compatibility for users. Enforcement actions utilize APIs rather than drivers, avoiding
interference with the system and monitored applications as well as system instability and conflicts created
when multiple agents are running in the kernel.
Less work for IT and security teams. Cyberhaven is naturally more compatible with future OS updates and
changes. Instead of worrying about each new OS release, enterprise teams can know that their DLP solution
will work out-of-the-box.
Better performance. Cyberhaven's unique approach based on data tracing allows for a much more
lightweight agent, which results in less than 0.1% of CPU usage.
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Key Benefits of Dynamic Data Tracing
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Unified protection
Cyberhaven monitors and controls the flow of sensitive data through SaaS apps, network shares,
endpoints, and email, starting from creation through egress.

Protocol- and network-independent
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Cyberhaven sees data movement regardless of network segment and even if no network traffic is
involved, such as saving content to a USB drive. There’s no need for SPAN port, network tap, ICAP,
or proxies.

Full historical context
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Cyberhaven automatically sees everything that led up to an event, including pre-egress activity,
which reveals powerful insights. Know exactly where the data was created, how the user acquired it,
and if it was modified along the way, all with no need for manual log analysis or investigation.

Insight into traditional blind spots
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Cyberhaven detects Insider Threats regardless of application and data encryption or evasion
attempts.

Zero time to value
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Cyberhaven automatically traces all data without the need to set up policies to gain enterprise-wide
visibility.
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